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Dust in the air
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Airborne Particulate matter (PM) is among top risk factors that causes deaths
on global population
Number of deaths from outdoor air pollution (2016)

Global ranking of risk factors by total number of deaths from all causes (2016)

Source: Ourworldindata.org

Source: https://www.stateofglobalair.org/sites/default/files/soga-2018-report.pdf

 PM = particulate matter (also called particle pollution) which is the term for a mixture of solid particles and liquid droplets found in the air.
 PM2.5 = PM with diameter of 2.5 micron
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During Jan – Feb each year, PM2.5 problem is getting worse.
Daily Average PM2.5 concentration
(microgram/m3)

2019

•
•

Concentration of PM2.5 reaches its peak during Dec-Feb of the year.
In 2019, high level of PM2.5 is still observed in late May.
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Source: http://berkeleyearth.lbl.gov/air-quality/maps/cities/Thailand/Bangkok/Bangkok.txt

Thailand is among top 20 countries with lowest air quality. Main source of PM2.5 is from diesel vehicles
Source of PM2.5 in Thailand
Top20 Most Polluted Countries

Others

Industry
Soil
Inorganic secondary PM*

Biomass Burning

Diesel Vehicles

*Pollutant forming in atmosphere due to chemical reaction
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Source: https://aqicn.org/city/bangkok/

Source: Pollution Control Department

Toward Zero Emission
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Many countries have set zero-emission target in the next few decades
No sales of conventional petrol and diesel
cars and vans by 2040.
Reduce national vehicle emissions to zero by
2050.

Global Car Production 2018

Reduce national vehicle emissions to
zero by 2050 in Canada: Québec

There’s a big psychological difference between
“we’re going to start edging into a transition” and
“we’re ending gas cars.” There’s a finality to the
latter that, shall we say, stimulates the

Ban on diesel in city by 2025.
Ban on all internal
combustion vehicles by 2040.

entrepreneurial imagination.
-- Vox/energy-and-environment

Reduce national vehicle emissions to zero by 2050 in some
states: California, Connecticut, Maryland, Massachusetts,
New York, Oregon, Rhode Island, and Vermont

Ban on sale of new diesel cars expected. Considering ban on all
internal combustion engines by 2040 in line with Britain and France

- By 2050, all new cars sold in Japan be electric or hybrid
vehicles.
- reduce greenhouse gas emissions of a single passenger
vehicle by 90 percent by 2050, compared with 2010 levels.

No new gasoline or diesel vehicles by 2030 (if economical)
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Switching to electric vehicles (EV) can curb CO2 emissions by 22%. More CO2 reduction is
expected since longer range EV can lead to higher rate of EV adoption by consumers.

Driving Range for select EV models

Over the last decade, electric Vehicles (EV)
had triple range.

3X

Source: BloombergNEF
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Drivers of EV growth
Government Support

Li-ion Battery Price tumbled

Worries about climate change and air
EV battery cost for U.S. mid-size car as
a percentage of retail price

pollution are prompting authorities around
the world to consider phasing out new

1160

petrol and diesel engines in the coming
decade

Auto makers’ Investment
176

Source: BloombergNEF



From 2010 – 2018, battery prices drop by 85%



By 2029, EV cost will reach parity as battery prices continue to fall (Bloomberg NEF)
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Be part of the solution
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In the last decade, SCB, KBANK and Bangkok Bank are the top debt providers of solar
and wind plant investment.
Lead Solar and Wind Debt Providers, 2008 - 2017

• Once local banks became comfortable with PV, they can increase their exposure to solar projects
• Green Loan project supported by TMB is around USD 225 mn (Mar-19). It is expected to reach USD 500 mn by the end of 2019
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The success of a Green Bond program requires adoption at the highest level and cascaded down
through policies and KPIs to ensure it is embedded as BAU

TMB Sustainability KPIs
Social
Sustain
ability

Rational for Green Bond Issuance:

Environment
Sustainability

1. Support the growth of Renewable

Replace current fleet
with electric fleet

Industry Sustainability

Energy segment in Thailand
Organization Sustainability

2. Raise public awareness on Renewable
Energy & Energy Efficiency
3. Support Liquidity Coverage Ratio
(LCR)

Seek for approval
on Green Bond
concept &
issuance from
BoD

4. Support funding mismatch

Incorporate Green
Loan as a metric
under ESG
framework

Value Chain
Preparation &
Communication

Green
Bond
Principles

3.5%

Monitoring &
Reporting to
Investors
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Case Study: Financing Leaf Shredders

Tractor Supplier

2. Cane sugar mill buys
leaf shredder from tractor
supplier

Cane Sugar Mill

3. Cane sugar mill leases
shredders to farmers which
help them on green sugar cane
harvesting.

1. The bank provides loan
for leaf shredders to cane
sugar mill

4. Farmers deliver sugar cane to Cane
sugar mill and get paid from sugar cane
value less lease cost of leaf shredder .
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Note: Green sugar cane has higher price per kg compare with burned sugar cane

5 Factors for effective green financing

Shareholders
Activism

Customers
Demand

Management
Intent

Effective
Green
Financing

Regulation

Economic
Benefit & Tax
Incentive
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